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my garden

via, via, vieni via di qui, niente piu ti lega a questi luoghi, neanche questi fiori azzurri...
via, via, neanche questo tempo grigio pieno di musiche e di uomini che ti sono piaciuti...

it's wonderful, it's wonderful, it's wonderful, good luck my babe,
it's wonderful, it's wonderful, it's wonderful, i dream of you...

chips, chips, du-du-du-du-du

i take a seat and 
sit down in my garden,

i found it! 
it's magnificent!

everybody likes to have 
a secret garden. 

it can be found everywhere: 
in the schadow of a tree, 
� on the banks of a river 

or in front of a beautiful view. 

� all it takes is to bring your chair 
and make it (temporarily) 

your private garden. 
� �

� offcourse, if you want it 
to be a secret garden: 

...don't tell anyone!

via, via, vieni via di qui, niente piu ti lega a questi luoghi, neanche questi fiori azzurri...
via, via, neanche questo tempo grigio pieno di musiche e di uomini che ti sono piaciuti...

it's wonderful, it's wonderful, it's wonderful, good luck my babe,
it's wonderful, it's wonderful, it's wonderful, i dream of you...

chips, chips, du-du-du-du-du  (paolo conte)
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my garden

the garden represents a piece of nature. the vegetation is of 
knee-high grasses with flowering herbs: an abandoned pasture, 
ready to be discovered as a 'secret place'. 

in the garden are 50 aluminium garden-chairs with 'my garden'  
written on it in different types of characters. a visitor can sit down, 
move a chair, reflect or confront and make a piece of nature
(temporarily) his own private garden. 

10 m.

20 m.

flowering pasture:
fritillaria meleagris
leucanthemum vulgare
centaurea jacea

my garden

my garden

chair Luxembourg, 40 pcs.
chair Luxembourg Kid, 10 pcs.


